
FOR USE IN MOST INKJET PRINTERS USING OEM’S AND DYE-PIGMENTED INKS

Introduction:

Translide® Inkjet Opaque paper is a white waterslide paper designed to apply personalized decals onto a 
large variety of dark-colored hard substrates by using a “Cold Application” process.  Upon printing and 
sealing the 1-Step® Translide® paper, simply submerge into water for a moment and the imaged film will 
release from the carrier sheet.  Place the film onto a large variety of dark-colored hard substrates and allow 
to drto dry.

Printing: 

-  Use the Multi-Function Tray (if applicable).
  > Air all sheets on both edges to make sure they are loose. 
  > Do not stack more than 10 sheets at a time.
-  Set Paper Type: Label, Transparency, or Heavy Paper Mode.
- Do NOT use Mirror Image Setting; otherwise, image will not read correctly after application.
-- Open the feed option from the back of the printer for straight feed through the printer (if applicable).

Application:  

Note:  The use of a U/V sealant spray is highly recommended to enhance durability of the decal.

-  Apply a generous amount of the U/V sealant spray onto the 1-Step® Translide® paper and allow to dry.  
   Follow the manufacturer’s instructions carefully.  Make sure that this procedure is performed in an open and 
   ventilated area, and try to protect eyes, nose, and mouth, as suggested by manufacturer.
- Allow the U/V sealant to dry, per manufacturer’s instructions.
-- Cut out the imaged area and submerge the decal into lukewarm water for 30 seconds.
- Slide the image off of the carrier sheet and place onto the substrate.  Position the decal as required.
- Remove any water or air from the decal by using a soft piece of paper or a rubber squeegee.

Drying:

- Dry the decal by using a hair dryer.  If applying onto ceramic, metal, wood, or glass, place the substrate 
  into an oven and bake at 300ºF for 30 - 120 minutes.  

IMPORTANT:   Please keep your 1-Step® Translide® Inkjet Opaque paper in the plastic bag until  
                         actual use. This will prevent moisture from forming.  Close the bag after each use.                         actual use. This will prevent moisture from forming.  Close the bag after each use.
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